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Executive Summary

Of the many repercussions of Russia’s Ukraine invasion, few will likely be more pronounced than those affecting the global arms market, where the drop in Russian supply is likely greater than at any time since the collapse of the Soviet Union. Whether through battlefield loss, the cumulative effect of Western sanctions, or simply the reputational damage suffered by Russian platforms, Moscow will struggle in the coming years to maintain its status as a top global arms exporter. In the resulting gap, several trends are already emerging with implications for both the global market and the Middle East and North Africa region, long home to some of the world’s largest defense spenders.
Perhaps the most glaring trend involves the unpreparedness of the collective Western defense industrial base to provide consistent support in a protracted high-tempo conflict. Ukraine has revealed the ill effects of U.S. stockpile shortages and disunity in European defense communities. As the United States and other Ukraine supporters have had to ramp up production to meet Kyiv’s needs, other customers have reevaluated their own defense acquisition strategies. Overreliance on a single source for arms, whether the United States or Russia, has proven a liability in the post-invasion marketplace and prompted countries to consider developing their domestic defense industrial bases or to seek out alternative suppliers.

At the forefront of this emerging dynamic is the Middle East and North Africa region, home to two of the largest importers of Russian weaponry (Algeria and Egypt), two of the fastest-growing global arms exporters (Israel and Turkey), and several countries pouring money and resources into developing domestic defense industrial bases (e.g., Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates). The Ukraine war, coupled with other regional developments—such as the Abraham Accords, the relocation of Israel to U.S. Central Command, and the end of the Gulf rift—has created an opportunity for unique defense relationships to form. Many regional countries that have long expressed frustration with purchasing military equipment from the United States have likewise resented their reliance on imports to equip their militaries and are looking for solutions on both fronts. This has driven a desire to diversify acquisition sources and develop indigenous industries to better withstand future turbulence in the global marketplace.

Washington and its Western partners can make the most of today’s shifting landscape by coordinating their efforts to ensure Ukraine can keep fighting and win, thus setting favorable terms for the postwar environment. Additionally, a Washington-led effort must do the following:

1. Set the conditions for the Ukrainian defense establishment to expand and potentially export arms to traditional Russian customers.
2. Unify stances on competition with China for influence in third-party countries.
3. Plan multiyear defense acquisitions to avoid delays and turbulence for traditional customers.
4. Strengthen the European defense industrial base.

In taking these steps, the United States and its Western partners can best capitalize on the post-conflict environment and ensure that Moscow does not recover from its strategic setback.
How Ukraine Is Changing the Global Defense Landscape

The Russian invasion has highlighted a decline in Russian arms on the market, caused a rise in global arms spending, and revealed many of the challenges facing U.S. and Western arms suppliers.

Russia’s Invasion Has Highlighted a Decrease in Russian Arms on the Global Market

Arms and arms-related exports comprise a crucial component of the Russian economy. By some estimates, they are just behind oil and gas in terms of revenues. Yet Russia’s invasion will negatively affect Moscow’s ability to maintain this flow of weaponry. In fact, the invasion may highlight an existing trend: namely, as shown in a recent Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) study, Russian arms exports dropped by 31 percent between the 2013–17 and 2018–22 time periods, and have consistently been in decline since peaking in 2011. Russia has historically been one of the world’s largest arms exporters, regularly surpassing the United States at times during the Cold War and routinely second only to America in the past two decades. A majority of Russian arms exports have historically flowed to five countries—China, Egypt, Algeria, Vietnam, and India—although in recent years Moscow has made notable inroads in other areas like the Sahel. Yet Moscow’s invasion has jeopardized the future of these transactions, and Russia will face several obstacles to maintaining its level of exports:
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**Western sanctions.** The Western-led sanctions regime will affect Russia’s ability to field and export arms in two distinct ways:

- **By hampering the Russian defense industry’s ability to source necessary parts.** Sanctions against the Russian defense industry, levied by the United States and European Union, have targeted military officials, senior defense executives, and the supply chains necessary for sourcing components. Western countries have increasingly targeted efforts by the Russian defense industry to circumvent and evade sanctions throughout the conflict. Recent reports suggest Russia has even been attempting to buy back military supplies previously shipped to customers overseas in the hope of repurposing equipment for its platforms. The cumulative effect is a Russian defense industry, already plagued by pre-2022 sanctions, struggling to rapidly produce and maintain the most advanced armaments in its arsenal.

- **Through the application of sanctions against third-party countries that purchase weapons from Russia.** The most prominent example here is the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act, or CAATSA, which directs the United States to levy sanctions against any country or person deemed to be engaging in a “significant transaction” with “a person that is part of, or operates for or on behalf of, the defense or intelligence sectors of the Government of the Russian Federation.” CAATSA sanctions were applied against China in 2018 for buying Russian fighter jets and Turkey in 2020 after it acquired the Russian S-400 air defense system, and were reportedly a major consideration in Egypt’s decision to walk away from the Su-35 fighter jet deal. In addition to the threat of CAATSA sanctions, countries have been deterred by the prospect of secondary Ukraine-related sanctions. Already, the effect of these sanctions has been visible: India’s payments to Russia for more than $2 billion in weaponry have been stuck since the invasion over India’s unwillingness to pay in U.S. dollars, for fear of triggering sanctions.

**Battlefield demand and loss.** Perhaps the most obvious obstacle to Russian arms exports is the loss of Russian platforms in Ukraine and the subsequent need to replenish its own forces. A year into the war, estimates from open-source analysis conducted by the Center for Strategic and International Studies indicate Russia has lost at least 9,700 pieces of military equipment, including tanks, artillery systems, and aircraft. Notwithstanding its staggering battlefield losses, there is not necessarily a one-to-one correlation between its losses and arms exports. Russia’s most popular exports—fighter jets and air defense systems—have largely been spared the atrophy facing land systems.

**Reputational hit.** The last time Russian equipment faced Western materiel on the battlefield—during the U.S. invasion of Saddam Hussein’s Iraq—it was soundly defeated, dealing a blow to Russia’s image as a global arms supplier. The loss by Saddam’s Soviet-equipped forces against the U.S.-led coalition sent ripples through the global arms market. Chinese military officials, for instance, had previously seen Iraq’s military as “similar and in some cases superior” to its own, but the quick U.S. victory spurred Beijing to modernize its military and reduce its dependence on Russian weaponry. Of course, the collapse of the Soviet Union played an arguably larger role in the sudden decrease of Russian arms transactions, but the reputational damage from their poor performance lingered. Today, as Ukrainian forces have fielded Western platforms to surprising effect against their Russian adversaries, a similar reputational hit will likely follow for some Russian arms on the market. This will not dissuade all customers, of course, given that many will differentiate the standalone capabilities of some advanced Russian advanced platforms from their weak fielding in the invasion. Some such platforms, such as the S-300 and S-400 air defense systems, or Russia’s loitering Lancet drones, have performed well and will likely still appeal to some customers. But undoubtedly, the overall performance of the Russian military and technology will give many customers significant pause when contemplating future purchases.
Russia’s Invasion Has Caused Global Defense Spending to Rise

The war in Ukraine and the return of great power competition have already driven up defense spending around the globe, with worldwide expenditures increasing by nearly 4 percent in 2022 to set record highs. Europe has seen the sharpest rise in pledged defense spending, with countries like France, Poland, and Germany announcing plans to massively increase their budgets. In Asia and the Pacific, countries like South Korea, Japan, and Australia have likewise announced plans to increase defense spending. And in the Middle East, which in 2022 featured nine of the top-fifteen countries globally for defense spending relative to GDP, several countries have already boosted their defense spending.

Ukraine Has Revealed Challenges Confronting Western Defense Industrial Bases

Many, if not all, of the challenges confronting these countries relate to production and stockpile issues such as the following:

- The invasion has shed light on Western unpreparedness for high-intensity conflicts. Although resolute in its determination to support Kyiv, the West quickly had to grapple with the effects of decades of defense budget reductions and inadequate investment in the defense industry. Stockpiles of various types of equipment were revealed to be extremely low. In the United States, this was especially true for munitions, and in Europe for complex combat systems. The depletion of stockpiles even reached a point where it could jeopardize readiness levels, prompting NATO to raise its own targets this past February.

- The protracted conflict has revealed Western difficulties in surging production to meet the war’s continuous demand. The United States and its partners face an even greater challenge in the combined task of supporting Ukraine, replenishing depleted stockpiles, and preparing for potential high-intensity warfare in the future.

- The difficulties in ramping up production have highlighted existing supply chain issues. Sourcing the raw materials essential to assemble key combat systems has posed a particular problem, leading to further delays.

- The invasion has underscored the fragmented nature of European defense industrial bases. This disconnected environment resulted in the multiplication and overlay of numerous combat systems, prompting even more difficulties.

Emerging Trends in the Global Arms Market

As the United States and other Western countries grapple with the challenges of supplying Ukraine in a prolonged conflict, several features are emerging in the post-invasion global arms market, including the rise of alternative suppliers, more widespread efforts by countries to develop their own domestic industrial bases, and a continued focus on air, air defense, and naval platforms.

Lingering Issues Plague the Western Defense Community

On the one hand, the Western response to Russia’s invasion and mobilization of materiel support to Ukraine testifies to the strength and speed of the U.S. and European defense communities. On the other hand, the war has shed light on the myriad issues facing these defense communities, whether it is the collective state of the defense industrial bases or ongoing efforts to synchronize acquisition strategies to reduce inefficiencies.
In Europe, in particular, the war has hindered longstanding efforts to integrate defense acquisition strategy. Indeed, many industrial issues stem from the lack of political collaboration between the United States and Europe and the lack of defense-related collaboration between European countries themselves. Difficulties in ramping up production have pushed European countries to buy off-the-shelf from their own companies or even from outside suppliers. This has only emphasized the absence of coordination among European countries on procurement and reinforced a sense of difficulty in developing European combat systems.

The U.S. government has at times played a negative role and deterred European countries from synchronizing their defense industry—in part to advance its own defense industry and arms sales to European purchasers, and in part based on concerns that a European defense strategy outside NATO might devalue the alliance’s collective power. European countries have their own significant share of responsibility as well. They have sometimes feared that buying European instead of U.S. equipment would prompt Washington, their main security guarantor, to disengage. Those governments consequently have chosen to slow down European efforts in this field. Such enduring difficulties in integrating European defense communities could hamper Europe’s collective production and export capacity, placing Europe at a disadvantage in an era of renewed great power competition.

Alternative Arms Suppliers Look Poised to Take Advantage of the Market

The steady decrease in Russian supply, coupled with a likely backlog in orders from U.S. and European firms, may create a market opportunity for other, non-Western suppliers. Several emerging arms exporters look poised to take advantage. One of the biggest is China, which the United States assessed in 2019 was the fastest-growing arms exporter over the previous fifteen years. China is already consistently one of the world’s top-five arms exporting countries, primarily furnishing aircraft, ships, armored vehicles, and missiles. Since 2006, nearly 67 percent of China’s exports have gone to Pakistan, Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Algeria. But Beijing has had success penetrating other markets as well: its unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been purchased widely in the Middle East, and it recently sold the HQ-22 to Serbia, marking its first air defense system delivery to a European country. Chinese weapons systems are largely Russian-derived, a feature Beijing will likely market to longstanding purchasers of Russian equipment looking for similar alternatives at attractive price points.

Beyond China, several countries are increasingly offering alternatives to the United States and Russia. Turkey’s arms sales in 2022 reached a record $4.4 billion, according to President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, in large part due to the popularity of Baykar’s Bayraktar TB2 UAV. Indeed, Turkey vaulted from being the twenty-seventh largest global arms exporter in 2000 to eleventh in 2021. Also climbing on that list was South Korea, which rose from thirty-first to tenth in the same period, while reportedly doubling its arms exports from 2021 to 2022. South Korea has not hidden its aspirations in the defense field: President Yoon Suk Yeol declared in August 2022 his goal of making his country a top-four global arms exporter. In September 2022, Poland signed a massive arms deal with South Korea—one of the biggest from an Asian supplier to Europe—that included forty-eight FA-50 light attack jets. In March 2023, Malaysia chose the FA-50 over India’s Tejas and China/Pakistan’s JF-17 fighter in a deal worth nearly $1 billion. And Israel, consistently a top-fifteen global arms exporter, hit record levels in 2021, in part buoyed by new Gulf markets opened up by the Abraham Accords.

More Countries Want to Develop Their Own Domestic Defense Industrial Bases

For many countries reliant on imports, the takeaway from Russia’s invasion aftermath is that overreliance on a single military supplier is a potential
vulnerability. Countries that rely on Russia for equipment and spare parts now have inoperable facets of their military, while countries that have relied on the United States face long delivery times. One way to escape this predicament for the future is through developing their own defense industrial base. This is no simple task, and it requires much capital, personnel, time, and a willingness from other countries to share proprietary defense technology. But once established, it can reduce the turbulence associated with acquiring arms in an era of great power competition, thus bolstering a country’s independence and sovereignty. Across the world, but especially in the Middle East and North Africa, countries are looking to build up their own defense industrial bases.

One way of building up a country’s own defense industrial base is through co-production and research and development agreements with established suppliers. These arrangements can strengthen local industries while also reducing costs and speeding up delivery times. They have been a consistent feature of the post–Cold War arms trade: one 2016 study found that, while overall global arms trade volumes fell immediately after the Soviet Union’s collapse, the number of co-production agreements between other countries rose. For countries looking to lessen their reliance on imports while building up their own capabilities, co-production arrangements can be appealing.

These arrangements are a pronounced feature of the emerging post-Ukraine-invasion arms market. Turkey has co-production agreements with Qatar to produce artillery and tanks, an agreement with Kazakhstan to produce UAVs, and a pre-invasion deal with Ukraine to produce UAVs as well. South Korea and Egypt announced in December 2022 their own plans to co-produce artillery and trainer fighter jets. And Egypt and India, two of the largest historic importers of Russian arms, in early 2023 announced plans to enhance defense cooperation—including in co-production—during President Abdul Fattah al-Sisi’s visit. New Delhi, which has an open competition for its future multirole fighter jet—considered one of the largest potential contracts in the world—has regularly hinted that the winner will have some kind of co-production arrangement as part of the defense component of New Delhi’s “Make in India” initiative. Earlier this year, the French ambassador to India summarized his country’s pitch like this: “No other country can commit to delivering the best technology to the Indian forces without any kind of restrictions. We are committed not just to ‘Make in India’ but also step further [sic] and co-develop and co-manufacture with India.”

Several Arab countries are working concertedly to establish bona fide defense industrial bases. Saudi Arabia seeks to develop its own base as part of the Vision 2030 framework, and pledged to spend 50 percent of its defense budget on domestic suppliers by the decade’s close. To that end, it has entered into a joint-UAV production agreement with China, is constructing one of the world’s largest shipyards for civilian and military applications, and has established indigenous defense firms with investment from the country’s Public Investment Fund. One such firm is Saudi Arabian Military Industries, which was founded in 2017 and has since signed memorandums of understanding with several leading international defense firms, including America’s Lockheed Martin and Raytheon, France’s Thales and Naval Group, and Russia’s Rosoboronexport. The UAE likewise has created its own domestic defense conglomerate, the EDGE Group, which incorporates more than twenty Emirati defense firms and has a combined annual revenue of approximately $5 billion. EDGE is on the vanguard of Emirati attempts to manufacture platforms locally, an effort gaining momentum in the country. According to the UAE, for the first time in 2023, most of the contracts awarded after the International Defense Exhibition & Conference were to domestic companies. This momentum has emboldened the Emirati defense community: in May 2023, the UAE walked away from an approximately 800 million euro contract to purchase helicopters from Airbus in part because the European firm “lacked the serious motivation to respond to our demands...to achieve in-country goals,” according to a senior Emirati official.
Arms Purchases Will Continue to Focus on Air, Air Defense, and Naval Platforms

One likely stable feature of the current international market is the consumer priority placed on aerospace assets. In the decade before the Covid-19 pandemic, aerospace platforms made up 65 percent of the global arms market, per British government estimates.48 Fighter jets, in particular, will remain one of the most in-demand platforms. One industry group recently projected that global fighter jet sales will rise from approximately $23 billion per year in 2022 to roughly $30 billion by 2030.49 Historically, fighter jet sales have been dominated by the United States, Britain, France, Sweden, and Russia. And according to Russian officials, aircraft made up roughly 50 percent of all Russian defense exports in 2020.50 A drop in Russian fighter jets available for export will lead consumers to look elsewhere for their airpower procurements.

Yet the global fighter jet supply will grow increasingly constrained as Western countries begin supplying Ukraine with secondhand fourth-generation fighters. The U.S. has only recently begun the process for Ukrainian pilots to begin training on the F-16s.51 Some countries have transferred aging Soviet-origin fighter jets to Ukraine and expressed a desire to replenish their air wings with U.S. fighters like the F-16.52 The F-16 remains one of the most popular U.S. export platforms: more than twenty-five countries have purchased the fighters, and the new Greenville, South Carolina, facility designed to produce the Block 70/72 F-16s currently has a back order of more than 120 jets.53 Any country that considers transferring its F-16s to Ukraine will either have to line up to backfill its own fleet, seek approval to
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upgrade to the F-35, or look to a non-U.S. supplier for an alternative. All these options will be costly and require years of waiting.

As fighter jet sales have risen and UAVs have proliferated on the global market, the demand for air defense systems has also increased. Global sales of air defense systems steadily climbed after 2001, only tapering off slightly after peaking in 2016. Here, too, the market may shrink in the wake of the Ukraine war: air defense systems are Russia’s second-leading arms export, and Moscow will be unlikely to part with them in the foreseeable future. (Russia has reportedly pulled select air defense systems out of Syria to support its invasion.) U.S. air defense systems, such as the Patriot and Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) systems, are already in high demand. Turkish officials have recently sounded optimistic notes that their own domestically manufactured air defense system might eventually reduce their reliance on the Russian S-400 system. As more countries provide air defense systems to Ukraine, demand for purchases to replenish stocks will increase as well.

Naval platforms will also likely remain central acquisition priorities, fitting a globalized economy in which commercial vessels roam the sea surface while key resources (e.g., liquefied natural gas) or assets (e.g., internet cables) line the seabed. The maritime domain has also witnessed significant innovations, as demonstrated by Ukrainian forces’ successful use of both unmanned surface vessels and long-range antiship missiles. This high-tech, multidimensional domain stretches from space to the sea floor, and acquisition strategies will likely focus on countermeasures—against conventional threats as well as uncrewed systems and antiship missiles—and on ensuring ships can keep operating in a degraded environment amid a high-intensity confrontation. The democratization of space-based observation via commercial satellite operations will create opportunities for countries wishing to expand their maritime capabilities, but production of naval vessels is slow and expensive, which may limit the ability of prospective buyers to build up their maritime forces.

Impact on the Middle East and North Africa Defense Landscape

As Middle East actors navigate the effects of Russia’s invasion on the global arms market, many will likely continue to diversify their arms suppliers while doubling down on efforts to build their own production capabilities. Some, like Israel and Turkey, are poised to capitalize on this changing global market; all, however, will have to grapple with the repercussions of deeper military ties between Iran and Russia and their possible effects on the regional balance of power.

Middle East and North Africa Countries View Reliance on a Single Supplier as a Vulnerability

Global arms suppliers commonly emphasize the notion of “interoperability.” The pitch is simple: purchasing platforms primarily from one country allows the recipient to operate the same systems as its supplier and thus more easily “plug in” to combined operations. The more one country purchases from another, the more interoperable they become and, by extension, the more formidable their potential combined military power. In the Middle East, interoperability has been a constant talking point linked to the defeat of violent extremist organizations and the containment of Iran’s aggressive regional behavior. Recent U.S. administrations have regularly spotlighted the importance of combining regional efforts, whether through the Trump-era Middle East Security Architecture or the Biden administration’s efforts to integrate air and missile defenses. Largely understood in both efforts has been the notion that purchasing primarily from the United States would make regional integration more attainable and effective. As a senior Biden administration Defense Department official noted in May 2023: “We want our partners purchasing U.S. and allied systems...Not doing so undermines...
our partnerships as well as elements of our strategic approach to the region.”

A country that purchases primarily from a single supplier stands to reap considerable second-order benefits, assuming that the supplier can maintain a steady stream of platforms, parts, and support, and assuming that the two countries maintain diplomatic harmony. If, however, supplies fall or bilateral relations change, as exemplified after the Russian invasion, reliance on a single source turns from a strength into a vulnerability. Countries like Algeria, which since 2002 has imported approximately 76 percent of its arms from Russia, may incur negative operational effects amid a shortfall in Russian supply. Countries like Egypt, which in recent years has diversified its arms sources, may suffer operationally but hold advantages from an acquisitions standpoint. Thus, when assessing the effects of the Ukraine invasion, existing weapons clients of Russia—as well as of other countries—will likely grow warier of the risks of overreliance on a single supplier.

**The War Will Speed Up Efforts in the Region to Achieve Defense Acquisition Independence**

For countries in the region, the evolving global defense landscape and challenges facing Western industry will likely reinvigorate efforts to achieve independence in acquisitions and build homegrown defense industrial bases. Such efforts come amid

---

**Figure 3.**

**Egyptian Arms Imports by Source, 2002–22**

Values in Millions per SIPRI’s Trend Indicator Value (TIV)

Since President Sisi came to power, Egypt has increasingly diversified its acquisitions.

**Source:** Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
a perception of increasing regional threats paired with greater confidence among the region’s countries, likely translating into requests for technology transfer and a rollback of usage restrictions on Western platforms. Regional countries seek opportunities to create domestic jobs, and they view the defense industry as an avenue to retain highly skilled workers. To achieve this end, they will partner with countries that, in their view, can best meet their requirements. Non-Western suppliers may have an advantage here, given their demonstrated willingness to share technology and impose less-stringent export-control limitations compared to their Western competitors.61

The Invasion Has Deepened Russia’s Security Relationship with Iran in Ways That May Alter the Regional Balance of Power

The battlefield demands in Ukraine and Russia’s lack of a robust UAV force have created a quid pro quo agreement with implications far beyond Eastern Europe. While Russia has received hundreds of Iranian drones to deploy in Ukraine, Tehran has reportedly received cash as well as captured U.S. and NATO weaponry, and Iranian officials are eyeing more advanced Russian arms, including air defense systems, helicopters, and possibly the advanced Su-35 fighter jet.62 While these systems may not dramatically alter the Middle East balance of power in the near future, Iran’s potential ability to reverse engineer these platforms and add conventional capabilities to its already robust

Figure 4. Russian Arms Exports to the Middle East and North Africa (by Country), 2007–22
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asymmetrical capabilities will add another wrinkle for Iran’s regional competitors. Countries around the region looking to contain the Islamic Republic will have to plan around not only a more advanced Iranian military but potentially a network of Iranian proxies outfitted with more advanced weaponry.

In turn, this deepening Iran-Russia defense relationship will likely cause regional countries to drive up their own defense spending. Long a major arms-importing region, the Middle East today is home to five of the world’s top-fifteen arms importers (Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Egypt, UAE, and Kuwait); in 2022, it featured nine of the top-fifteen countries in terms of defense spending relative to GDP (Oman, Kuwait, Algeria, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Israel, UAE, and Qatar). Regional countries have hardly needed a reason to spend more on arms, but the worrying prospect of Iran’s new advanced weaponry—including possibly Russian fighter jets—will likely contribute to their purchases of corresponding platforms.

Several Regional Countries Look Poised to Take Advantage of the Uncertain Future

Although Western corporations are sure to remain significant arms suppliers to the region, some regional actors with developing or robust defense industries could take advantage of the
post-Ukraine-invasion market to advance their own interests. The region’s main security requirements and concerns remain linked to the Iranian regime and its use of proxies and asymmetric warfare. Regional actors like Turkey and Israel that have developed countermeasures and systems adapted to this kind of warfare, especially in air defense systems and UAVs, are poised to take advantage of higher demand for such platforms. That those systems have been combat-proven in multiple theaters only reinforces their appeal. In addition to meeting the core security requirements of Middle East countries, regional suppliers can allow the purchasers to add another diversifying layer of partnership atop the West, China, or Russia. Already, Israel is making inroads in Gulf and European defense markets.\(^64\) If regional suppliers can propose technology transfers that meet the expectations of their clients, they could rapidly acquire significant positions in the regional market.

Policy Recommendations

The United States and other Western states can take the following steps to secure their interests and counter Moscow amid Russia’s weakening grasp on the arms market:

- **Prepare Ukraine’s defense industry to compete in traditional Russian markets.** During the Cold War, Ukraine was home to a large swath of the Soviet Union’s defense industrial base.\(^65\) This fostered an industry with most of its materiel—platforms, munitions, spare parts—created in the Russian mold. For countries around the world reliant on Russian arms shipments to keep their militaries operational, a robust Ukrainian defense industry manufacturing similar components could be an alternative. Such a maneuver is obviously not feasible while the conflict persists: Ukraine’s remaining defense companies have scattered production and focused on simple components such as artillery shells to contribute to the war effort.\(^66\) And Ukraine’s eventual postwar defense industry will undoubtedly look different as the country’s military incorporates more Western equipment into its arsenal. But Western supporters of Ukraine should plan ways to support Kyiv in a postwar environment in which Ukraine can achieve larger-scale production and perhaps begin to export platforms into traditional Russian markets, thereby depriving Russia of export markets while advancing Ukraine’s own interests.

- **Establish interagency red lines on China’s presence in partner countries, and convey these red lines to partners.** China is one of the world’s fastest-growing arms exporters and will undoubtedly look to exploit the arms market gap left by Russia’s invasion. Already, Chinese platforms have made inroads in the Middle East and North Africa. On top of sales, China’s economic and security investments abroad pose their own unique challenges to the United States and partner countries. Chinese activity has already discouraged countries from simultaneously making deals with U.S. firms. Yet to date, there is no single consensus opinion within the U.S. government, let alone between Washington and its Western partners, as to what constitutes a “red line” in a country’s relationship with China and thus precludes deeper security cooperation. This lack of baseline parameters destabilizes traditional U.S. security partnerships and creates an opportunity for China to expand its footprint. The United States needs to reach a common interagency understanding on precise red lines with regard to a country’s relationship with China, and then convey these red lines clearly to partners. Such a policy of transparency would likely give the United States the best chance at maintaining its status as the “partner of choice” in the region and around the world.

- **Establish long-term security cooperation plans with partners in the region.** Many of the largest arms importers and defense spenders in the Middle East and North Africa are traditional U.S. partners that have purchased heavily from the United States. Yet in recent years, America’s
hold on the market has wavered as recipients chafe at long delays, usage restrictions, and political turbulence between administrations and with Congress. The increased attention on great power competition and availability of alternative suppliers has accelerated this phenomenon. If the United States wants to demonstrate a long-term commitment to defense and security relationships in the region, it should work with countries on crafting joint five-, ten-, and fifteen-year defense acquisition strategies. Washington has already done this on five-year timetables with select partners. Such strategies could anticipate future defense needs in areas typically associated with delays and backlogs, such as air defense or fighter aircraft, and ensure that U.S. partners and their militaries avoid any gap in capabilities. Such strategies should take congressional views into consideration in order to navigate potential political turbulence. In doing so, the United States can demonstrate its long-term commitment to its partners’ security in the region.

- **Support efforts to strengthen the European defense industrial base.** As Western states seek to fill the gap left by diminishing Russian arms exports, Europe in particular faces two additional challenges—fragmentation and underinvestment in the continent’s defense industry. These shortcomings lead to unnecessary intra-European competition in external markets and hamper efforts to intensify production in the Ukraine context. Beyond the question of arms sales, a strong European defense industrial base is one component—together with NATO’s readiness—of Europe’s defense and sovereignty, whose advancement are in long-term U.S. interests as America focuses more on the Indo-Pacific.

The most suitable tool to strengthen and rationalize the European defense industrial base is the European Union. The United States should reassess its traditional reluctance on the matter, and embrace efforts led by member states and by the EU Commission to fund the European defense industrial base and implement joint acquisitions mechanisms.

## Conclusion

The war in Ukraine is perhaps the opening gambit in a new world defined by great power competition. Defense spending is up, arms sales are increasing, and new military relationships are being forged. As the effects of Russia’s invasion spread far beyond the battlefield, the United States and other Western countries will have opportunities to take advantage of Russia’s weakened position. Arms and arms-related sales have historically been a key driver of the Russian economy; if Washington and other Western capitals want to exact a heavier strategic cost than Moscow’s poorly planned and ill-executed invasion has already wrought, then they must work together to avoid squandering such an opportunity. The Ukraine invasion will create a gap in the market for both traditional and newer suppliers to fill. How that gap is filled will create partnerships that last decades, boost select economies, and help decide how the next conflict is fought.
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